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TIGHT REVENUE BOUNDS WITH POSSIBILISTIC BELIEFS
AND LEVEL-k RATIONALITY

BY JING CHEN, SILVIO MICALI, AND RAFAEL PASS1

Mechanism design enables a social planner to obtain a desired outcome by leverag-
ing the players’ rationality and their beliefs. It is thus a fundamental, but yet unproven,
intuition that the higher the level of rationality of the players, the better the set of obtainable
outcomes.

In this paper, we prove this fundamental intuition for players with possibilistic beliefs,
a model long considered in epistemic game theory. Specifically,

• We define a sequence of monotonically increasing revenue benchmarks for single-
good auctions, G0 ≤ G1 ≤ G2 ≤ · · ·, where each Gi is defined over the players’ beliefs
and G0 is the second-highest valuation (i.e., the revenue benchmark achieved by the
second-price mechanism).

• We (1) construct a single, interim individually rational, auction mechanism that,
without any clue about the rationality level of the players, guarantees revenue Gk if all
players have rationality levels ≥ k+ 1, and (2) prove that no such mechanism can guar-
antee revenue even close to Gk when at least two players are at most level-k rational.

KEYWORDS: Epistemic game theory, incomplete information, single-good auctions.

1. INTRODUCTION

MECHANISM DESIGN TRADITIONALLY MODELS beliefs as probability distribu-
tions, and the players as expected-utility maximizers. By contrast, epistemic
game theory has successfully and meaningfully studied possibilistic (i.e., set-
theoretic) beliefs and more nuanced notions of rationality. In this paper, we
embrace the possibilistic model and prove that, in single-good auctions, “more
revenue is obtainable from more rational players.” Let us explain.

Possibilistic (Payoff-Type) Beliefs. Intuitively, for a player i:
• i’s level-0 beliefs consist of his own (payoff) type;
• i’s level-1 beliefs consist of the set of all type subprofiles of his opponents

that he considers possible (although he may not be able to compare their rela-
tive likelihood);

• i’s level-2 beliefs consist of the set of level-1 belief subprofiles of his oppo-
nents that he considers possible;

• and so on.
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As usual, beliefs can be wrong2 and beliefs of different players may be inconsistent;
furthermore, we do not assume the existence of a common prior, or that a designer
has information about the players’ beliefs.

Rationality. Following Aumann (1995), we do not assume that the players are
expected-utility maximizers, and allow them to choose actions that are “ratio-
nal in a minimal sense.” Intuitively,

• A player is (level-1) rational if he only plays actions that are not strictly
dominated by some fixed pure action in every world he considers possible.3

• Recursively, a player is level-(k+1) rational if he (a) is rational and (b) be-
lieves that all his opponents are level-k rational.
We do not assume that a mechanism (designer) has any information about the
players’ rationality level.

Intuitive Description of Our Revenue Benchmarks. For auctions of a single
good, we consider a sequence of demanding revenue benchmarks, G0�G1� � � � .

Intuitively, for any nonnegative value v,
• G0 ≥ v if and only if there exist at least two players valuing the good at

least v.
• G1 ≥ v if and only if there exist at least two players

believing that there exists a player (whose identity need not be known)
valuing the good at least v.

• G2 ≥ v if and only if there exist at least two players
believing that there exists a player (whose identity need not be known)
believing that there exists a player (whose identity need not be known)
valuing the good at least v.

• And so on.
As an example, consider two players, valuing the good 0 and with the following
beliefs.

Player 1 believes that player 2
(a) values the good 100 and
(b) believes that player 1 values it 200.
Player 2 believes that player 1
(a′) values the good 100 and
(b′) believes that player 2 values it 300.

Then G0 = 0, G1 = 100, and G2 = 200.
It is intuitive (and easily verifiable from the formal definitions) that

(i) G0 coincides with the second-highest valuation;
(ii) G0 ≤G1 ≤ · · · , and each Gk+1 can be arbitrarily higher than Gk;

(iii) If the players’ beliefs are correct,4 then each Gk is less than or equal to
the highest valuation (but even G1 can coincide with this valuation);

2That is, a player’s belief—unlike his knowledge—need not include the true state of the world.
3Due to this notion of rationality, it is without loss of generality to restrict to possibilistic be-

liefs. If players had probabilistic beliefs, the support of these beliefs alone determines whether a
player is rational or not.

4That is, each player considers the true state of the world possible.
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(iv) If the players’ beliefs are wrong, then even G1 can be arbitrarily higher
than the highest valuation.

Our Results. We prove that each additional level of rationality enables one to
guarantee a stronger revenue benchmark. Intuitively,

• Theorem 1 proves the existence of a single, interim individually rational
mechanism M that, for all k and all ε > 0, guarantees revenue ≥Gk −ε when-
ever the players are at least level-(k+ 1) rational; and

• Theorem 2 proves that, for any k and any δ > 0, no interim individually
rational mechanism can guarantee revenue ≥Gk − δ if at least 2 players are at
most level-k rational.
A mechanism is interim individually rational if each player i, given his true
value, has an action guaranteeing him nonnegative utility no matter what his
opponents might do. (See Section 5.2 for further discussion.)

We stress that the guarantee of Theorem 1 is stronger than saying “For
each k, there exists a mechanism Mk guaranteeing revenue ≥ Gk − ε when-
ever the players are level-(k + 1) rational.” By contrast, our mechanism M
has no information about the players’ rationality levels: it automatically guar-
antees revenue ≥ Gk − ε when the rationality level of each player happens to
be ≥ k+ 1. That is, M returns revenue

≥G0 − ε if the players happen to be level-1 rational;
≥G1 − ε if the players happen to be level-2 rational;
≥G2 − ε if the players happen to be level-3 rational;
and so on.

This guarantee is somewhat unusual: typically, a mechanism is analyzed under
only one specific solution concept, and thus under one specific rationality level.

2. RELATED WORK

Ever since Harsanyi (1967–1968), the players’ beliefs in settings of incom-
plete information traditionally use probabilistic representations (see Mertens
and Zamir (1985), Brandenburger and Dekel (1993), and the survey by Sinis-
calchi (2008)).

Beliefs that are not probabilistic and players that do not maximize expected
utilities have been considered by Ellsberg (1961). He considered beliefs with
ambiguity, but in decision theory. Thus his work does not apply to higher-level
beliefs or multi-player games. Higher-level beliefs with ambiguity in multi-
player games have been studied by Ahn (2007). His work, however, is not
concerned with implementation, and relies on several common knowledge
assumptions about the internal consistency of the players’ beliefs. Bodoh-
Creed (2012) characterized revenue-maximizing single-good auction mecha-
nisms with ambiguity-averse players, but without considering higher-level be-
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liefs, and using a model quite different from ours.5 For more works on ambigu-
ous beliefs, see Bewley (2002) and the survey by Gilboa and Marinacci (2011).

As we shall see in a moment, our belief model is a set-theoretic version of
Harsanyi’s type structures. Set-theoretic information has also been studied by
Aumann (1976), but assuming that a player’s information about the “true state
of the world” is always correct. Independently, set-theoretic models of beliefs
have been considered, in modal logic, by Kripke (1963) (see Fagin, Halpern,
Moses, and Vardi (2003) for a well-written exposition).

In Chen and Micali (2011), the first two authors of this paper considered
single-good auctions where the players only have level-1 possibilistic beliefs,
and construct a mechanism achieving the benchmark G1 under a new solution
concept, conservative strict implementation. (In particular, the latter notion
of implementation assumes that the players are expected-utility maximizers. It
is easy to see that level-2 rational implementation implies conservative strict
implementation, but not vice versa.)

Robust mechanism design, as initiated by Bergemann and Morris (2005), is
close in spirit to our work, but studies different questions. In particular, it pro-
vides additional justification for implementation in dominant strategies. Al-
though defining social choice correspondences over the players’ payoff types
only (rather than their arbitrary higher-level beliefs), Bergemann and Morris
(2012) pointed out that such restricted social choice correspondences cannot
represent revenue-maximizing allocations.

Jehiel (2011) considered single-good auctions where the players do not know
each other’s value distribution and only receive certain forms of coarse feed-
back from past auctions. He showed that under analogy-based expectation
equilibrium (Jehiel (2005), Jehiel and Koessler (2008)), the designer can gen-
erate more revenue than in the optimal auction characterized by Myerson
(1981), Riley and Samuelson (1981). The approach of Jehiel (2011) and that
of ours both assume the players have less structured information about each
other compared with the standard Bayesian model. But in Jehiel (2011), it is
assumed that the players’ values are independently distributed, while in our
model, a player can believe that the other players’ values are correlated with
each other (and/or with his own value). Also, the epistemic foundation for the
solution concept used in Jehiel (2011) has not been studied, and it would be
interesting to understand what is the weakest assumption about the players’ ra-
tionality that is sufficient for them to play an analogy-based expectation equi-
librium. Moreover, in Jehiel (2011), the mechanisms are ex post individually
rational (i.e., a player can decline an offer after seeing the price), while in our

5In his model, the players have preferences of the Maximin Expected Utility form, the designer
has a prior distribution over the players’ valuations, the players’ beliefs are always correct (i.e.,
they all consider the designer’s prior plausible), actions coincide with valuations, and the solution
concepts used are dominant strategy and Bayesian-Nash equilibrium.
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model, the mechanisms are interim individually rational. It would be interest-
ing to study how much revenue can be generated under level-k rationality using
ex post individually rational mechanisms.

Higher-level rationality and rationalizability have been studied under differ-
ent models and contexts; see, for example, Bernheim (1984), Pearce (1984),
Tan and Werlang (1988), Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2003), Camerer, Ho, and
Chong (2004), Ely and Pęski (2006), Crawford and Iriberri (2007a), Dekel,
Fudenberg, and Morris (2007), Halpern and Pass (2013) from an epistemic
game-theoretic view and Stahl and Wilson (1994, 1995), Nagel (1995), Ho,
Camerer, and Weigelt (1998), Costa-Gomes, Crawford, and Broseta (2001),
Bosch-Domènech, Montalvo, Nagel, and Satorra (2002), Costa-Gomes and
Crawford (2006), Crawford and Iriberri (2007b) from an experimental view.
In a very recent work, Bergemann and Morris (2014) introduced belief-free ra-
tionalizability and established the informational robustness foundations of this
and three other solution concepts. As they have pointed out, belief-free ratio-
nalizability coincides with our solution concept in private value games—that is,
a player’s utility only depends on his own payoff type and not on those of the
other players. Different from the above-mentioned studies, our results show
that higher-level rationality and rationalizability are also useful solution con-
cepts in mechanism design with possibilistic beliefs.

In the Supplemental Material of this paper (Chen, Micali, and Pass (2015)),
we characterize level-k rationality by means of iterated deletion of strictly
dominated strategies. Iterated deletion has been widely used in mechanism
design; see, for example, Abreu and Matsushima (1992a), Serrano and Vohra
(2005), Bergemann and Morris (2009), Artemov, Kunimoto, and Serrano
(2013). Moreover, it has been considered by many as a good metric for measur-
ing the “level of rationality” of the players, not only because it precisely charac-
terizes higher-level rationality under natural rationality and belief models, but
also because of its empirical explanatory power (see Alaoui and Penta (2014)
for a recent example). However, the literature also questions whether iterated
deletion is the best or the only way to measure the players’ (higher-level) ra-
tionality. For example, in our mechanism and those of Abreu and Matsushima
(1992a) and Bergemann and Morris (2009), the designer relies on the players
having “exact rationality”: a player prefers outcome O1 to O2 as long as his
utility under O1 is strictly larger than under O2, no matter how small the differ-
ence is. Thus a player deletes strategies “dominated by an amount of order ε,”
and this elimination is done for k times under level-k rationality (and infinitely
many times under common knowledge of rationality). Accordingly, the mech-
anisms are not robust to the exact rationality of the players. However, this
criticism applies to many works in robust mechanism design, and one cannot
deal with every form of robustness at once. For a stimulating discussion on
this topic, see Abreu and Matsushima (1992a, 1992b), Glazer and Rosenthal
(1992).
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3. OUR POSSIBILISTIC MODEL

Our model is directly presented for single-good auctions, although it gener-
alizes easily to other strategic settings.

An auction is decomposed into two parts: a context, describing the set of
possible outcomes and the players (including their valuations and their be-
liefs), and a mechanism, describing the actions available to the players and the
process leading from actions to outcomes.

We focus on contexts with finitely many types and on deterministic normal-
form mechanisms assigning finitely many (pure) actions to each player. Several
variants of our model are discussed in Section S3 of the Supplemental Mate-
rial.

Contexts. A context C consists of four components, C = (n�V �T � τ), where
• n is a positive integer, the number of players, and [n] � {1� � � � � n} is the set

of players.
• V is a positive integer, the valuation bound.
• T , the type structure, is a tuple of profiles T = (T�Θ�ν�B) where, for each

player i,
– Ti is a finite set, the set of i’s possible types;
– Θi = {0�1� � � � � V } is the set of i’s possible valuations;
– νi : Ti → Θi is i’s valuation function; and
– Bi : Ti → 2T−i is i’s belief correspondence.
• τ, the true type profile, is such that τi ∈ Ti for all i.

Note that T is a possibilistic version of Harsanyi’s type structure (Harsanyi
(1967–1968)) without the players’ actions. As usual, in a context C =
(n�V �T � τ), each player i privately knows his own true type τi and his be-
liefs. Player i’s beliefs are correct if τ−i ∈ Bi(τi). The profile of true valuations is
θ� (νi(τi))i∈[n].

An outcome is a pair (w�P), where w ∈ {0�1� � � � � n} is the winner and P ∈R
n

is the price profile. If w> 0, then player w gets the good; otherwise, the good is
unallocated. If Pi ≥ 0, then player i pays Pi to the seller; otherwise, i receives
−Pi from the seller. Each player i’s utility function ui is defined as follows:
for each valuation v ∈ Θi and each outcome (w�P), ui((w�P)� v) = v − Pi if
w = i, and = −Pi otherwise. i’s utility for an outcome (w�P) is ui((w�P)�θi),
more simply ui(w�P). The revenue of outcome (w�P), denoted by rev(w�P), is∑

i Pi. The set of all contexts with n players and valuation bound V is denoted
by Cn�V .

Mechanisms. An auction mechanism M for Cn�V specifies
• the set A�A1 × · · · ×An, where each Ai is i’s set of actions.
We denote the set×j �=i Aj by A−i.
• an outcome function, typically denoted by M itself, mapping A to out-

comes.
For each context C ∈ Cn�V , we refer to the pair (C�M) as an auction.
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In an auction, when the mechanism M under consideration is clear, for any
player i, valuation v, and action profile a, we may simply use ui(a� v) to denote
ui(M(a)� v), and ui(a) to denote ui(M(a)).

A mechanism is interim individually rational (IIR) if, for every context C =
(n�V �T � τ) and every player i, there exists some action ai ∈ Ai such that for
every a−i ∈ A−i,

ui(a)≥ 0�

A General Possibilistic Framework. In Section S4 of the Supplemental Ma-
terial, we present our possibilistic framework for general normal-form games.
There, following the principle of epistemic game theory, our goal is to charac-
terize the players’ higher-level rationality under possibilistic beliefs rather than
to design mechanisms; thus we study a game as a whole instead of decoupling
it into a context and a mechanism. Also, since the characterization applies to
all possible types of all players, there is no need to specify a true type profile.
Theorem S1 characterizes the set of actions consistent with level-k rationality
for any integer k ≥ 0 and Theorem S2 characterizes the set of actions consis-
tent with common-belief of rationality. Below we apply our characterization to
auctions.

Rationality. By Theorem S1, in a normal-form game with possibilistic beliefs,
the notion of (higher-level) rationality of our Introduction corresponds to a
particular iterative elimination procedure of players’ actions. Namely, for ev-
ery rationality level k, the k-round elimination procedure yields the actions
consistent with the players being level-k rational, as follows.

Let Γ = ((n�V �T � τ)�M) be a single-good auction, where T = (T�Θ�ν�B).
For each player i, each type ti ∈ Ti, and each k ≥ 0, we inductively define
RATk

i (ti), the set of actions consistent with level-k rationality for ti, or equiva-
lently, the set of level-k rationalizable actions for ti, in the following manner:

• RAT0
i (ti)= Ai.

• For each k ≥ 1 and each ai ∈ RATk−1
i (ti), ai ∈ RATk

i (ti) if there does
not exist an alternative action a′

i ∈ Ai such that ∀t−i ∈ Bi(ti) and ∀a−i ∈
RATk−1

−i (t−i),

ui

((
a′
i� a−i

)
� νi(ti)

)
> ui

(
(ai� a−i)� νi(ti)

)
�

where RATk−1
−i (t−i)=×j �=i RATk−1

j (tj).
The set of action profiles consistent with level-k rationality for auction Γ is
RATk(τ)�×i RATk

i (τi).

REMARK: In a recent work, Bergemann and Morris (2014) introduced the
notion of belief-free rationalizability and established its informational robust-
ness foundation. As they have pointed out, this solution concept coincides with
ours in private value games, where a player’s utility only depends on his own
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payoff type and not on those of the other players. Intuitively, our solution con-
cept is based on elimination of strictly dominated strategies, and belief-free ra-
tionalizability is based on elimination of never-best responses to beliefs about
other players’ correlated strategies and types. The equivalence of the two so-
lution concepts in private value games follows from the fact that being strictly
dominated is the same as being a never-best response to beliefs about corre-
lated strategies and types (see, e.g., Osborne and Rubinstein (1994)). In games
with interdependent types, the two notions are different and belief-free ratio-
nalizability implies our solution concept.

Level-k Rational Implementation. A revenue benchmark b is a function map-
ping contexts to reals.

DEFINITION 1: A mechanism M level-k rationally implements a revenue
benchmark b for Cn�V if, for every context C ∈ Cn�V and every profile a that
is consistent with level-k rationality for auction (C�M),

rev
(
M(a)

) ≥ b(C)�

Notice that our notion of implementation does not require that the players
have the same level of rationality. Since RATk′

(τ) ⊆ RATk(τ) for any k′ ≥ k,
if a mechanism level-k rationally implements b, then it guarantees b as long as
all players have rationality levels ≥ k.

Furthermore, our notion of implementation does not depend on common
belief of rationality (a very strong assumption); does not require any consis-
tency about the beliefs of different players; and is by definition “closed under
Cartesian product.”6

Finally, let us stress that in our notion, the mechanism knows only the num-
ber of players and the valuation bound. (One may consider weaker notions
where the mechanism is assumed to know—say—the entire underlying type
structure, but not the players’ true types. Of course, more revenue benchmarks
might be implementable under such weaker notions.)

4. OUR REVENUE BENCHMARKS

Below, we recursively define the revenue benchmarks Gk for single-good
auctions, based on the players’ level-k beliefs. Each Gk is a function mapping
a context C = (n�V �T � τ) to a real number. For simplicity, we let max{v} �
max{v1� � � � � vn} for every profile v ∈ R

n.

6For a given solution concept S, this means that S is of the form S1 × · · · × Sn, where each Si is
a subset of i’s actions. This property is important as it overcomes the “epistemic criticism” of the
Nash equilibrium concept; see Basu and Weibull (1991), Aumann and Brandenburger (1995),
Asheim, Voorneveld, and Weibull (2009). Indeed, implementation at all Nash equilibria is not
closed under Cartesian product, and thus mismatches in the players’ beliefs (about each other’s
equilibrium actions) may easily yield undesired outcomes.
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DEFINITION 2: Let C = (n�V �T � τ) be a context where T = (T�Θ�ν�B).
For each player i and each integer k ≥ 0, the function gk

i is defined as follows:
∀ti ∈ Ti,

g0
i (ti)= νi(ti) and

gk
i (ti)= min

t′−i∈Bi(ti)
max

{(
gk−1
i (ti)� g

k−1
−i

(
t ′−i

))} ∀k≥ 1�

We refer to gk
i (ti) as the level-k guaranteed value of i with type ti.

The level-k revenue benchmark Gk maps C to the second highest value in
{gk

i (τi)}i∈[n].
For any ε > 0, Gk −ε is the revenue benchmark mapping every context C to

Gk(C)− ε.

Note that, if gk
i (ti) ≥ c, then player i with type ti believes that there always

exists some player j(1)—possibly unknown to i—who believes that there always
exists a player j(2) . . . who believes that there always exists some player j(k)

whose true valuation is at least c.
In Section 5.2, we provide some simple examples that illustrate our bench-

marks and how our mechanism works.

REMARK: Note that the values gk
i ’s are monotonically nondecreasing in k.

Indeed,

gk
i (ti)= min

t′−i∈Bi(ti)
max

{(
gk−1
i (ti)� g

k−1
−i

(
t ′−i

))} ≥ min
t′−i∈Bi(ti)

gk−1
i (ti)= gk−1

i (ti)�

Thus Gk(C) ≥ Gk−1(C) for every context C and k > 0. G0(C) is the second
highest true valuation. It is easy to see that, for every context C, if the players’
beliefs are correct, then for each player i and each k ≥ 0, we have gk

i (τi) ≤
maxj θj , and thus Gk(C)≤ maxj θj .

5. TIGHT REVENUE BOUNDS

5.1. The Mechanism and the Lower Bounds

While the players’ beliefs may be arbitrarily complex, we now show that they
can be successfully leveraged by a normal-form mechanism that asks the play-
ers to report very little information. Roughly speaking, our mechanism pays
the players to receive information about their beliefs, and then uses such in-
formation to set a sophisticated reserve price in an otherwise ordinary second-
price auction. The idea of buying information from the players is not new;
see, for example, Crémer and McLean (1985) and Eliaz and Spiegler (2007).
There is also a literature in mechanism design that investigates the possibil-
ity of “buying higher-level beliefs,” such as Abreu and Matsushima (1992c),
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Bergemann and Morris (2009), Bergemann, Morris, and Tercieux (2011),
Chen and Micali (2011), Bergeman, Morris, and Takahashi (2012). However,
such studies consider settings with a common prior or settings of complete in-
formation, or focus on buying first-level beliefs only. We are not aware of any
mechanism where arbitrary higher-level beliefs up to arbitrary levels are being
bought without assuming a common prior or complete information.

Our mechanism does not just pay to receive information about the players’
beliefs. It pays to hear even the faintest rumors about them. A bit more pre-
cisely, it elicits information about the players’ beliefs up to some level bound K
that can be arbitrarily high. For example, if K = 99, then (without any infor-
mation about the players’ rationality level) the mechanism incentivizes a player
whose rationality level happens to be k + 1, where k ≤ 99, to report informa-
tion about his beliefs up to level k. However, the mechanism does not provide
incentives for the players to report information about beliefs whose level is
greater than 99.

Our mechanism is uniformly constructed on parameters n, V , K, and ε > 0.7
An action of a player i has three components: his own identity (for convenience
only), a belief-level �i ∈ {0�1� � � � �K}, and a value vi ∈ {0�1� � � � � V }. In the de-
scription below, the players act only in Step 1, and Steps a through c are just
“conceptual steps taken by the mechanism.” The expression “X := x” denotes
the operation that sets or resets variable X to value x.

MECHANISM Mn�V �K�ε:
1: Each player i, publicly and simultaneously with the others, announces a triple

(i� �i� vi) ∈ {i} × {0�1� � � � �K} × {0�1� � � � � V }.
a: Order the n announced triples according to v1� � � � � vn decreasingly, and

break ties according to �1� � � � � �n increasingly. If there are still ties, then break
them according to the players’ identities increasingly.

b: Let w be the player in the first triple, Pw := 2ndv � maxj �=w vj , and Pi := 0
∀i �=w.

c: ∀i, Pi := Pi − δi, where δi � ε
2n [1 + vi

1+vi
− �i

(1+�i)(1+vi)
2 ].

The final outcome is (w�P). We refer to δi as player i’s reward.

Note that our mechanism never leaves the good unsold.

REMARK: Allegedly, if i is level-k rational, then vi = gk−1
i (τi) and �i =

min{� : g�
i (τi) = gk−1

i (τi)}. That is, vi is the highest value v such that i believes
“there exists some player who believes” . . . (k− 1 times) some player values the
good v, and �i is the smallest level of beliefs about beliefs needed to attain vi.
Roughly speaking, vi is the highest “rumored” valuation according to player

7The reliance on V and K is only to ensure that our mechanism has a finite action space,
because our characterization of level-k rationality is for finite games; see Section S3 for more
discussion on finite versus infinite action spaces.
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i’s level-(k − 1) beliefs, and �i is the “closeness” of the rumor.8 We would
like to emphasize that, following the definition of our benchmark, we only re-
quire player i to believe “there exists some player who believes. . . ,” instead of
“all players believe. . . ”: player i only reports a rumor he believes true for some-
body (whose identity he may not even know), rather than a rumor he believes
true for everybody. If we were to require the latter, then the benchmark gk

i (ti)
would have been defined as mint′−i∈Bi(ti) min{(gk−1

i (ti)� g
k−1
−i (t ′−i))}.

We have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1: For any n, V , K, and ε > 0, the mechanism Mn�V �K�ε is IIR and,
for each k ∈ {0�1� � � � �K}, level-(k + 1) rationally implements the benchmark
Gk − ε for Cn�V .

Note that Mn�V �K�ε does not depend on k and is not told what the players’
rationality level is. Rather, Mn�V �K�ε automatically produces revenue Gk − ε
in every play in which the players happen to be level-(k + 1) rational. In-
deed, (1) such players use only actions that are consistent with level-(k + 1)
rationality and, (2) at each profile a of such actions (as per Definition 1),
rev(Mn�V �K�ε(a))≥Gk − ε.

Theorem 1 is proved in Section S1 of the Supplemental Material. Below, we
provide a proof sketch that highlights the key ideas. In Section S1 and in the
discussion below, we more simply denote Mn�V �K�ε by M .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 SKETCH: To prove our revenue lower bound, the
key is to prove that a player i “does not underbid”; that is, for any k ≥ 1 and
ai = (i� �i� vi) ∈ RATk

i (τi), either vi > gk−1
i (τi), or vi = gk−1

i (τi) and �i ≤ min{� :
g�
i (τi) = gk−1

i (τi)}. Notice that the way “no underbidding” is defined is consis-
tent with the way M breaks ties; that is, if player i underbids, his rank after
Step a of M can only get worse.

As part of the reason for “no underbidding,” we can show that player i’s
reward δi strictly decreases if he underbids. A detailed proof for this fact can
be found in Claim 2 of Section S1, and below we simply rely on this fact.

The proof proceeds by induction on k, and in this sketch we focus on the case
where k > 1 and �̂i � min{� : g�

i (τi)= gk−1
i (τi)} ≥ 1. Arbitrarily fixing the other

players’ type subprofile t−i ∈ Bi(τi) and action subprofile a′
−i ∈ RATk−1

−i (t−i),
we want to compare player i’s utility when he bids �̂i and v̂i = gk−1

i (τi) to his
utility when he underbids with some �i and vi. The crucial part is to show that,

8We could have defined the mechanism to break ties lexicographically; that is, it first orders the
announced triples according to the vi ’s decreasingly and then according to the �i ’s decreasingly as
well. All the analysis still holds after changing the definition of δi respectively. However, such a
lexicographical ordering does not have an intuitive explanation for the �i ’s as we have discussed.
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by bidding âi = (i� �̂i� v̂i), player i does not win the good, thus neither does he
by bidding ai�= (i� �i� vi), which is ranked even worse. Notice why this would
conclude the proof: since player i does not win the good in either case, his
utilities are exactly the rewards he gets under âi and ai, respectively. Since
the reward strictly decreases when he underbids, his utility is strictly smaller
by bidding ai, which (together with the analysis of several other cases) implies
that ai is strictly dominated by âi and thus cannot be level-k rationalizable.

To see why player i does not win the good by bidding âi, on the one hand,
notice that by the definition of �̂i we have g

�̂i−1
i (τi) < g

�̂i
i (τi). On the other hand,

by the definition of g�̂i
i (τi) there exists a player j such that g�̂i−1

j (tj) ≥ g
�̂i
i (τi).

Accordingly, j �= i. By the inductive hypothesis, player j does not underbid,
which means he bids at least (�̂i − 1� g�̂i−1

j (tj)). Thus the mechanism ranks j
ahead of i, and i cannot be the winner, as we wanted to show. Q.E.D.

REMARK: Very roughly speaking, having �̂i ≥ 1 means that player i believes
that somebody else will bid at least �̂i − 1 and g

�̂i
i (τi), thus i bids at least �̂i

and g
�̂i
i (τi), indicating that he does not want to win the good at his own bid;

rather, he is contributing his beliefs about others’ values so as to receive a
better reward. In Section 5.2, we further elaborate on this phenomenon by
means of a few examples and clarify the revenue dependency on the players’
rationality and the adopted solution concept.

5.2. Understanding Theorem 1

We start with a setting of complete information.
An Auction With Complete Information. Consider the following example.

There are two players: player 1 has a unique type t1 where her value is 100,
player 2 has a unique type t2 where his value is 200, and the setting is of com-
plete information (i.e., τ = (t1� t2), B1(t1) = {t2}, and B2(t2) = {t1}). In this ex-
ample, the level-0 benchmark, G0, is 100, while any Gk for k> 0 is 200. Indeed,
player 1 believes that player 2’s value is 200 and player 2 knows that his value
is 200, etc. Let us now analyze the revenue performance of mechanism M in
this setting under different rationality levels of the players.

When the players are (level-1) rational, they use actions that survive one
round of elimination. In particular, player 1 will report �1 = 0 and v1 ≥ 100,
while player 2 will report �2 = 0 and v2 ≥ 200. Indeed, each player i prefers
to win the good at a price lower than his/her own valuation and to report the
lowest belief level �i, because his/her reward δi increases with reporting higher
values and lower belief levels. Thus mechanism M virtually guarantees the rev-
enue benchmark G0 when the players are level-1 rational.

When the players are level-2 rational (i.e., they have mutual belief of ratio-
nality), each one of them believes that the other will use actions that survive
one round of elimination and further eliminates his/her own actions based on
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such beliefs. In particular, player 1 believes that player 2 will report �2 = 0 and
v2 ≥ 200. Therefore player 1 believes that she herself will surely lose by re-
porting v1 = 100, so she will increase her bid in order to get a bigger reward.
However, if she bids �1 = 0 and v1 ≥ 200, and if player 2 bids exactly v2 = 200,
then, according to the tie-breaking rule, she will win the auction at price 200,
thus getting a negative utility. By bidding �1 = 1 and v1 = 200, she indicates that
she does not want to win but only to get a better reward, and avoids buying the
good at more than what she values it. Indeed, player 2 will continue bidding
�2 = 0 and v2 ≥ 200, winning the good at price 200.

In principle, there is a tradeoff between player 1’s (a) getting a bigger reward
by increasing v1 and (b) getting a smaller reward due to the increase of �1 from
0 to 1. However, the reward function is designed so that increasing both vi and
�i by one unit actually increases the reward. This is the sense in which player 1
is rewarded for reporting the “rumor” that player 2’s value is 200.

In sum, in this example G0 = 100 and G1 = 200 and, in accordance with
Theorem 1, M virtually achieves the revenue benchmark G0 when the play-
ers’ rationality level is 1, and the benchmark G1 when their rationality level
is 2. However, G1 = G2 = · · ·. Indeed, in a setting of complete information,
higher-level beliefs “collapse” to level 1, all our higher-level benchmarks col-
lapse down to G1, and thus M cannot guarantee revenue greater than G1.

Our next examples show that, in auctions of incomplete information, (1) it is
possible that G0 <G1 <G2 < · · · and (2) mechanism M can guarantee revenue
virtually equal to Gk when the players’ rationality level is k+ 1, whether or not
all players’ beliefs are correct.

Higher Revenue From Higher Rationality. Consider using mechanism M in an
auction in which the type structure is as in Figure 1. Here a node represents
a type or a type profile, together with the corresponding values of the players;
and an edge labeled by i ∈ {1�2} points to a world that player i believes pos-
sible. The subscriptions of the types indicate to which player they belong. For
example, the edge from (t1� t2) to t1

2 labeled by 1 means t1
2 ∈ B1(t1).

t2

τ : (t1� t2)
ν : 0�100

1

��

2

��

1 ��t
1
2
1

2 ��t
2
1
2

1 ��t
3
2
3

2 �� · · · 1 ��t
99
2

99
2 ��t

100
1

100

1 ��t100
2

1002
��

t1

FIGURE 1.—A type structure with correct beliefs.
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As shown in Figure 1,
• At the true type profile τ = (t1� t2), player 1 values the good 0 and player

2 values it 100; player 2 believes that the only possible world is τ; and player 1
believes that τ is a possible world, but so is the first (alternative) world t1

2 , in
which player 2 values the good 1.

• In that first world, player 2 believes that the possible world is the second
one t2

1 , where player 1 values the good 2. In general, in the kth world tki with
k< 100, player i values the good k and believes that the possible world is tk+1

−i ,
where player −i values the good k+ 1.

• Finally, the 100th world is a setting of complete information where each
player values the good 100.
Note that this example is one of incomplete information in which the players
hold correct beliefs.9 Consider what happens when the players are, say, level-3
rational. By definition, player 1 believes that player 2 is level-2 rational. Also
she believes that t1

2 is a possible type for player 2. What will player 2 do under
type t1

2 when he is level-2 rational? Since he believes that player 1 is level-1
rational and has type t2

1 , he needs to find out what such a player 1 will do.
Notice that player 1 has value 2 at t2

1 . Similarly to the example of complete
information, when player 1 is level-1 rational and has value 2, she will bid (0�2).
Accordingly, player 2 will bid (1�2) at t1

2 , indicating that he believes the good
should be sold to player 1 at price 2. Thus, going back to τ, player 1 will bid
(2�2), indicating that she believes that player 2 will bid (1�2). Since player 2
has true value 100 at τ, he will actually bid (0�100), and the mechanism sells
the good to him at price 2, which is player 1’s bid. Roughly speaking, if the
players are:

– level-k rational with 1 ≤ k ≤ 100, then M gets bids (k − 1�k − 1) and
(0�100), and sells the good for k− 1;

– level-101 rational, then M gets bids (100, 100) and (0, 100), and sells the
good for 100.
In sum, even when players’ beliefs are correct, M can generate more and more
revenue as the players’ rationality level increases.

Also note that the players having correct beliefs does not imply that they
have common knowledge of correct beliefs.10 In the latter case, in fact, it is easy
to see that Gk = G1 for every k > 0. Common knowledge of correct beliefs,
however, is a very strong restriction; in particular, standard characterizations of
rationalizability (Brandenburger and Dekel (1987), Tan and Werlang (1988))
do not apply under such restriction (Halpern and Pass (2013)).

9Indeed, having correct beliefs at the true type profile τ only means that all players believe
that τ is a possible world, and does not preclude a player from believing that the others may
have incorrect beliefs. Thus holding correct beliefs is a much weaker condition than their having
complete information at τ. In the latter case, every player believes that τ is the only possibility
(thus has correct beliefs), every player believes that the others have correct beliefs, and so on.

10In the current example, player 1 considers it possible that player 2 has incorrect beliefs.
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As mentioned before, no Gk can exceed the highest valuation if the players’
beliefs are correct. However, a simple variant of the current example shows that
M can generate arbitrarily high revenue if some player has a suitable incorrect
belief. Indeed, consider a type structure that is almost the same as the one in
Figure 1, except that at the true type profile τ, player 2 has value 0 and player 1
believes that t1

2 is the only possible world. In this case, M generates revenue 99
under level-101 rationality, although the highest valuation in the true world
is 0.

IIR and Right Reasoning With Wrong Beliefs. Notice that our notion of interim
individual rationality is stronger than the traditional one in a Bayesian setting.
Indeed, the latter notion only requires that a player’s expected utility (rather
than his “actual” utility) is nonnegative when his beliefs are correct.

In mechanism M , when a player i’s possibilistic beliefs are correct, for any
rationality level k he always has a “level-k safe” (or, level-k interim individ-
ually rational) action that is consistent with level-k rationality and gives him
positive utility against all other players’ actions consistent with level-(k − 1)
rationality—that is, vi = gk−1

i (τi) and �i = min{� : g�
i (τi)= gk−1

i (τi)}.
However, when a player’s beliefs are wrong, every action of his that is consis-

tent with level-k rationality may give him negative utility against some actions
of the others consistent with level-(k − 1) rationality. For example, consider
the case where player 1 has value 0, player 2 has value 100, player 1 believes
that player 2 has value 200, and player 2 believes that player 1’s true type is the
only possible type of player 1. When k ≥ 3, under any action consistent with
level-k rationality, player 1 bids at least (1�200), while a particular action of
player 2 that is consistent with level-(k− 1) rationality is (2�200), which gives
player 1 negative utility. Nonetheless, a player still has the same level-k safe
action as defined above, and he believes that his utility will be nonnegative un-
der this action against all other players’ actions consistent with level-(k − 1)
rationality. This situation is not too dissimilar from that of a rational player
who willingly enters the stock market, yet might end up losing money if his
beliefs are wrong.11

Simple Bidding. Following our discussion and the analysis in the Supplemen-
tal Material, for any k ≥ 0 and any player i, the structure of actions (i� �� v)
consistent with level-k rationality is very easy to describe. In particular, let-
ting vi = gk−1

i (τi) and �i = min{� : g�
i (τi) = gk−1

i (τi)} as before, we have that
(1) v ≥ vi, and (2) if v = vi, then � ≤ �i. Any action that does not satisfy (1)
or (2) is not consistent with level-k rationality.

Our mechanism can also be viewed as asking each player to bid just his guar-
anteed value vi and then using an endogenous tie-breaking rule which is based
on the players’ types (including their beliefs); see, for example, Jackson, Simon,

11This exploitation by M of the players’ wrong beliefs may appear somewhat unfair. However,
we should keep in mind that, when constructing a revenue generating mechanism, a designer
works for the seller, and would not do his job properly if he leaves some money on the table.
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Swinkels, and Zame (2002) on endogenous tie-breaking rules in games of in-
complete information. As pointed out in Jackson et al. (2002), to implement
an endogenous tie-breaking rule (through an actual mechanism), the players
are required to announce their whole type. In contrast, in our mechanism, each
player is only asked to announce (i� �i� vi), which is significantly simpler than
announcing the whole type.

Variants. In Section S3 of the Supplemental Material, we discuss variants of
our mechanism M (e.g., dealing with continuous valuation spaces), as well as
analyses under different solution concepts.

5.3. The Upper Bounds on Revenue

We now show that level-(k + 1) rationality is necessary to guarantee the
benchmark Gk.

THEOREM 2: For every n�V �k, and c < V , no IIR mechanism level-k ratio-
nally implements Gk − c for Cn�V (even if only two players are level-k rational and
all others’ rationality levels are arbitrarily higher than k).

Theorem 2 is proved in Section S2 of our Supplemental Material. Below, we
provide a proof sketch that explains intuitively why any IIR mechanism that
tries to level-k rationally implement Gk − c for Cn�V is bound to fail.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2 SKETCH: To see the main ideas, it suffices to con-
sider n = 2 and k ≥ 1. Assume there exists an IIR mechanism M̂ that level-k
rationally implements Gk − c for Cn�V . We construct a context C = (2� V �T � τ)
and show that there exists a level-k rationalizable action profile a such that
rev(M̂(a)) < Gk(C) − c, contradicting the hypothesis. The type structure
T = (T�Θ�ν�B) is defined as follows: for each player i,

• Ti = {ti�� : � ∈ {0�1� � � � �k}};
• νi(ti��)= 0 ∀� < k, and νi(ti�k)= V ; and
• Bi(ti��)= {t−i��+1} ∀� < k, and Bi(ti�k)= {t−i�k}.

The type structure T is illustrated in Figure 2, which is the same as Figure S1
in Section S2. We set τi = ti�0 for each i.
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FIGURE 2.—Type structure T in context C .
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FIGURE 3.—Type structure T ′ in context C ′.

To derive the desired contradiction, we use an auxiliary context C ′ =
(2� V �T ′� τ′), with the type structure T ′ = (T ′�Θ�ν′�B′) defined as follows:
for each player i,

• T ′
i = {t ′i�� : � ∈ {0�1� � � � �k}};

• ν′
i(t

′
i��)= 0 ∀�; and

• B′
i(t

′
i��)= {t ′−i��+1} ∀� < k, and B′

i(t
′
i�k)= {t ′−i�k}.

The type structure T ′ is illustrated in Figure 3, which is the same as Figure S2
in Section S2. We set τ′

i = t ′i�0 for each i.
By induction, we can show that gk

i (ti�0) = V for each i, thus Gk(C) = V and
Gk(C) − c > 0. Also by induction, we can show that RATk(τ) = RATk(τ′);
thus it suffices to show that there exists a ∈ RATk(τ′) such that rev(M̂(a)) ≤ 0.
Since both players have value 0 at τ′, it suffices to show that there exists a ∈
RATk(τ′) such that ui(a�0)≥ 0 for each player i.

To see why this is true, notice that M̂ is IIR, which implies that for each i,
there exists ai such that ui((ai� a−i)�0) ≥ 0 for any a−i in A−i—the full action
set of player i in M̂ . Since B′

i(t
′
i�0)= {t ′−i�1}, by induction we can show that there

exists ak
i ∈ RATk

i (t
′
i�0) such that ui((a

k
i � a

′
−i)�0) ≥ 0 for any a′

−i ∈ RATk−1
−i (t ′−i�1).

We will be done as long as we can show that ak
i ∈ RATk−1

i (t ′i�1) for each i: in this
case, we have ak ∈ RATk(τ′) and ui(a

k�0)≥ 0 for each i, as desired.
To see why ak

i ∈ RATk−1
i (t ′i�1), notice that although t ′i�0 and t ′i�1 are different

types, player i has the same value 0 under both of them. Also, despite different
names of the types, player i’s beliefs are the same at t ′i�0 and t ′i�1 up to level
k−1, where player i’s belief at t ′i�0 reaches t ′j�k−1 and that at t ′i�1 reaches t ′j�k, with
j = i if k is odd and j = −i otherwise. Since RAT0

j (t
′
j�k−1) = RAT0

j (t
′
j�k) = Aj ,

again by induction we can show that RATk−1
i (t ′i�0) = RATk−1

i (t ′i�1). Since ak
i ∈

RATk
i (t

′
i�0)⊆ RATk−1

i (t ′i�0), a
k
i ∈ RATk−1

i (t ′i�1), as we wanted to show, concluding
the proof. Q.E.D.

REMARK: Roughly speaking, this is what may go wrong if a mechanism tries
to level-k rationally implement Gk − c: under the type structure T and true
type profile τ, the players can pretend that their true type profile is τ′, and the
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mechanism, looking only at level-k rationalizable actions, cannot distinguish
these two cases.

Also notice that the players have wrong beliefs in the type structures used in
our proof. Type structures with correct beliefs can be used to prove our theo-
rem for some values of c (more specifically, for any c < V /2), but in any such
type structure some players necessarily believe that the others may have incor-
rect beliefs. Indeed, the type structures constructed for proving Theorem 2 are
necessarily inconsistent with a common prior: as mentioned towards the end
of the second example in Section 5.2, when there is a common prior, we have
Gk = G1 for all k ≥ 1, thus our own mechanism level-k rationally implements
Gk − ε for Cn�V for any k≥ 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Mechanism design enables a social planner to obtain a desired outcome by
leveraging the players’ rationality and beliefs. It is thus a fundamental intu-
ition that “the higher the players’ rationality level, the better the obtainable
outcomes.” Theorems 1 and 2 prove this intuition under possibilistic beliefs
and Aumann’s notion of rationality.

Let us remark that our mechanism M of Theorem 1 is also applicable in
a Bayesian framework, by letting the players’ possibilistic beliefs be the sup-
port of their probabilistic ones. However, due to our use of Aumann’s notion
of rationality, our analysis has a bite only when the supports of these beliefs
may be different. (For instance, in the case of “full-support” beliefs, all our
benchmarks collapse down to G1.)

It would be interesting to extend our analysis to Bayesian settings using
expected-utility maximization for the underlying notion of rationality. In par-
ticular, in such a setting, the safe action for a level-k rational player (which
guarantees him nonnegative utility when his beliefs are correct) may be domi-
nated by an “overbidding” strategy with positive expected utility that, seeking
a higher reward, may sometimes result in receiving negative utility.

Finally, let us remark that, although we provide revenue bounds in a possi-
bilistic setting with higher-level beliefs, we do so without actually identifying an
optimal mechanism in the sense of Myerson (1981). Identifying such a mecha-
nism is another interesting open problem.
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